Radar Target Recognition Based on Machine Learning
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Abstract
The intelligence of the air situation is based on radar information about the air enemy, which allows you to reveal the raid's target, determine the composition and means that take part in the raid, determine the most dangerous means and ensure that weapons are aimed at them. The article's main goal is to build a target recognition model in the form of AGM-86C (CALCM) and CR Taurus KE PD 350 cruise missiles. A module for recognising AGM-86C and Taurus KE PD 350 cruise missiles have also been built, which sufficiently accurately recognises these types of missiles (accuracy - 84.52%). Because one of the missiles is sometimes referred to as a missile developed using "stealth" technology, the model can be considered effective. The disadvantage of the model is that the model is trained on only two types of missiles. The problem is that the data on the effective scattering surface of all missiles in any state's arsenal is top-secret data.
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1. Introduction

February 24, 2022, changed the lives of people in Ukraine to "before" and "after". The war is being waged on all fronts: front lines, rear, and abroad. At such a time, people do everything that depends on them to help the state, and more and more people come from abroad to Ukraine, despite the constant danger from the invaders' side. Almost every day, air alarms sound, and various missiles are aimed at our rear, including civilian objects. Air defences work extremely well. The problem is that each missile is different in its properties, and this causes certain problems when intercepting them. That is why the preliminary recognition of air targets is an extremely important aspect for the protection of the rear and, in particular, the front.

2. Related works

Automatic target recognition is the ability of an algorithm or device to recognise targets or objects based on data received from sensors. It is used primarily for military and military purposes. This is an extremely wide range of algorithms and devices, most of which data is classified [1].

The simplest version of automatic target recognition is a radar recognition system, a hardware and software technical complex for automatically distinguishing one's troops and weapons from the enemy [2].
The essence of recognition is to establish whether a target belongs to a certain class based on the results of processing radar signals reflected or emitted from it [3]. In this way, the "Home-Alien" systems are divided into active (the target emits the signal) and passive (the signal is reflected from the target). Let's define the concept of "Radiolocation".

Radiolocation is detecting objects (targets) and determining their spatial coordinates and movement parameters using technical radio means and methods. This process is called radar surveillance, and the devices for this purpose are radar stations (RADS) or radars [4].

The main characteristics of air attack vehicles (AAV) as radar objects are the following [5]:

- Effective scattering surface of the target (ESS);
- Diagram of reverse secondary radiation;
- Long-range radar portrait of the target.

The effective scattering surface (ESS) of the target is the main energy characteristic of the target. It affects the target detection range of the radar station and the quality of radar information [6].

The effective scattering surface is the area of such an equivalent secondary emitter, which uniformly scatters all the electromagnetic energy falling on it, and creates the same energy power flow density at the reception point as the real target [7-8].

The effective scattering area (ESA) is a characteristic of the target reflectivity, which is determined by the power ratio of the electromagnetic energy reflected by the target in the direction of the receiver (radar) to the surface density of the energy flow of the incident plane wave [9].

EPR of the target depends on the following factors [1-9]:

- Physical geometry and external features of the target;
- Radar direction;
- Frequency of radar transmitters;
- Electrical properties of the target surface.

While the design of passenger aircraft is more focused on efficiency and safety, in the case of aircraft used for military purposes, care is taken to keep this reflective surface as small as possible. Measures to achieve this are called stealth technology.

The ESA of the target is the size of the metal surface from which the secondary radiation flux creates the same flux at the reception point as from the real target.

The magnitude of ESA depends on the electrical properties of the material of the aircraft structure and its coating, the ratio of its geometric dimensions and wavelength, the angle of irradiation, and the polarisation of electromagnetic waves irradiating the target. Moreover, it is inherent in the complex objective to change the polarisation of the incident wave, due to which components orthogonal to the probing signal appear in the reflected signal.

The ESA will be different for different classes of aircraft, ranging from 1 to 10m² for tactical aircraft and more than 10m² for bombers. For aircraft developed using "Stealth" technology, the ESA is the value 0.1…1.0m² [6-9].

ESA can be calculated using the following formula [6]:

$$\sigma_t = 4\pi R^2 \cdot \frac{S_r}{S_t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $S_r$ is radio-wave energy flow density near the radar receiver; $S_t$ is radio-wave energy flow density near the target; $R$ is the distance from the target to the radar receiver.

A smooth, flat surface that conducts perfectly has a narrow secondary scattering pattern. The main energy part of the reflected wave is contained in the main petal of the antenna direction diagram (DAD). The ADD width decreases according to the size increase of the reflecting surface and the length shortening of the incident wave. If the surface is irradiated at a right angle, the reflected energy's main part returns to the radiation source. At irradiation angles of less than 90°, the scattered energy part within the side lobes of the ADD is returned to the radar [10-16].

Complex objects (planes, ships, tanks) can be considered a collection of many separate elements that disperse electromagnetic energy in different directions. The total amplitude of the reflected signal is determined by the relative phases and amplitudes of the emissions of individual reflectors and is subject to fluctuations. The nature of the fluctuation of the resulting signal largely depends on the object's speed and direction of movement and even its individual elements relative to the radar [17-19]. The phases of signals reflected by complex targets also change. In electromagnetic waves (EMW) scattering by
various objects, depolarisation of signals usually occurs [20-24]. Scattering diagrams of real objects show the scattering intensity's dependence on the wave's angle of incidence, determined by their configuration and orientation relative to the radar station. As a rule, they are multi-petaled.

In modern AAV, the ESA varies widely, and the properties of the target type, in turn, significantly depend on the wavelength of the radar, the angle of target irradiation and some other factors [25-29]. ESA drops can reach 100...1000 or more times [30-33]. The latest aircraft and UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) are developed considering the reduction of their ESA. Thus, the geometric dimensions of the B-1B aircraft are 10% smaller than the geometric dimensions of the B-52 aircraft, and its ESA is almost 10 times smaller. The ESA of fighters, cruise and guided missiles also decreased significantly.

The main task is to build several models and choose the best of the built ones. The essence of the models is the recognition of cruise missiles (CR) AGM-86C(CALCM) [9] and CR Taurus KEPD 350 [12-14]. The calculation of the effective scattering surface (ESS) is carried out at two frequencies: $f=180$ MHz ($\lambda_1\approx1.667$ m), which corresponds to the operating frequency range of the 5N84A, P-18 radar standby mode, and $f=350$ MHz ($\lambda_2\approx0.857$ m) for comparison.

The azimuth was calculated in the horizontal plane (wing plane) from the nose angle (= 0 corresponds to the narrowing "in the nose" of the radar, = 180 degrees. - sounding "in the tail"). The azimuth change step was 0.5 degrees. For each fixed value, the sounding location angle $\beta$ was chosen randomly, uniformly distributed in the range $\varepsilon=-3\pm4$ degrees relative to the wing plane (a negative location angle corresponds to the probing part of the lower hemisphere). The results are obtained for two polarisations - horizontal (the electric field strength vector of the sounding signal is parallel to the wing plane) and vertical (the electric field strength vector of the sounding wave lies in the plane, orthogonal to the wing plane and passing through the sounding direction vector).

3. Methods

We have two types of missiles and calculated effective scattering areas at different elevation angles (RADS) and azimuths. In other words, we solve the problem of classification. For this, we will use the decision tree method.

A decision tree represents a sequence of decisions and environmental states, indicating the corresponding probabilities and payoffs for any combination of alternatives and environmental states.

On the edges ("branches") of the decision-making tree, the attributes on which the objective function depends are written; in the "leaf", the values of the objective function are written, and in other nodes - the attributes by which the cases are distinguished. To classify a new case, it is necessary to go down the tree to the letter and issue the appropriate value.

Each leaf represents the value of the target variable, changed during the movement from the root to the leaf. Each internal node corresponds to one of the input variables. A tree can also be "learned" by dividing the original variables into subsets based on testing attribute values. This process is repeated on each of the resulting subsets. The recursion terminates when the subset at a node has the same values as the target variable, so it adds no value to predictions.

A rule is a logical construction presented as "if: then:"

Decision trees have several advantages when used.

- The user easily interprets trees, and they are intuitive.
- Decision trees enable extracting rules from a database in plain language. Example rule: If Age >35 and Income >200, issue a loan.
- Decision trees make it possible to create classification models in those areas where it is quite difficult for the analyst to formalise knowledge.
- The decision tree construction algorithm does not require the user to select input attributes (independent variables). All existing attributes can be submitted to the input of the algorithm, the algorithm itself will select the most significant among them, and only they will be used to build a tree. Compared, for example, with neural networks, this makes the user's work much easier since the choice of the number of input attributes significantly affects the training time in neural networks.
- Models created using decision trees have higher accuracy than other methods of building classification models (statistical methods, neural networks).
• Fast learning process. Building classification models using decision tree algorithms takes significantly less time than, for example, training neural networks.
• Most algorithms for constructing decision trees can especially handle missing values.
• Many classical statistical methods used to solve classification problems can only work with numerical data, while decision trees work with both numerical and categorical data types.

4. Experiments, results and discussions

Data for processing is not publicly available (four files in .xls format as agm86c_f_180_vertical, agm86c_f_180_horizontal, kep350_f_180_vertical, kep350_f_180_horizontal). Each file contains four columns of data:

```
89.01014738  0  32.3468541  0.000285704
90.54658145  0.5  32.39473194  0.00930973
93.68904379  1  31.33735002  0.009354365
91.18024438  1.5  31.38034445  0.012273822
95.58270178  2  28.93600567  0.085909038
90.39309196  2.5  29.78845157  0.041796866
94.68396326  3  27.435552  0.144342568
91.43188842  3.5  27.26550993  0.073528013
89.73128015  4  25.90301595  0.13205099
90.17807387  4.5  24.3586741  0.143169677
96.90806779  5  20.27232615  0.756644558
89.95267388  5.5  21.0398888  0.221759192
89.07138132  6  19.23492231  0.354000132
93.25331397  6.5  16.98907075  0.377294828
93.81411307  7  15.1136725  0.525210862
90.32999808  7.5  14.05407717  0.336499036
92.60528714  8  12.15671425  0.436164309
89.45447184  8.5  10.93268293  0.52907196
95.26953636  9  8.773035575  1.27912017
93.15900926  9.5  8.032476765  0.673796421
96.0074579  10  6.535233374  1.8312240
96.64719865  10.5  5.669434237  2.300434511
93.31473203  11  5.50840506  0.862906533
92.69609065  11.5  5.07105301  0.73677336
95.89775825  12  4.755947889  2.17724883
95.23726511  12.5  4.833353202  1.869880218
96.97436515  13  5.056289419  3.034274924
93.891915  13.5  5.444735655  1.289188448
91.12971259  14  5.646353262  0.619165174
95.72695036  14.5  6.993791059  2.35914433
92.00858655  15  7.427189592  0.743224061
```

Figure 1: The view of the soars data (Screenshot of part of the input data)

The first column describes the elevation angle, the second - the azimuth, and the third and fourth - the calculated ESA of the missiles. In the third column, named ESA, data is at a frequency of f = 180 MHz, and in the fourth, for comparison, ESA at f = 350 MHz. To use the decision tree, we will combine the data into one table, where the columns will describe a certain missile at a certain frequency and polarisation.

• Angle - the angle of the place, azimuth – azimuth, RCS (radar cross section),
• H RCS (f = 180 MHz) – EPR at a frequency of 180 MHz and horizontal polarisation,
• H RCS (f = 350 MHz) – EPR at a frequency of 350 MHz and horizontal polarisation,
• V RCS (f = 180 MHz) – EPR at a frequency of 180 MHz and vertical polarisation,
• V RCS (f = 180 MHz) – ESR at a frequency of 350 MHz and vertical polarisation,
• Missile is a type of missile (that takes two values)

As a result, we have 722 lines of data (361 lines for each missile).
Let's reformat the file into a .csv file and start the main part of the work - building models.
First, we import the necessary libraries and the dataset itself:

```python
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn import metrics
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# Load the dataset
import pandas as pd
df = pd.read_csv('dataset.csv')

# Display the first few rows of the dataset
df.head()
```

![Screenshot of the program](Figure 3: Example data and data types of variables (Screenshot of the program))

After analysing the dataset, we will briefly describe the attributes we need for further implementation. We have a total of 722 data records. What is important is that we have only two unique attributes.
values of 'missile', namely AMG86c and KEPD350, two independent variables, namely 'Angle' and 'Azimuth', four dependent ones - 'H RCS (f = 180 MHz)', 'H RCS (f = 350 MHz)', 'V RCS (f = 180 MHz)', 'V RCS (f = 350 MHz)'. How exactly the values of the variables vary can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Description of the dataset (Screenshot of the program)

The next step is to create data groups for training and testing the model. The test sample will consist of 33% of the dataset:

Figure 5: Distribution of data and examples of created sample data (Screenshot of the program)

Now let's move on to creating an instance of the DecisionTreeClassifier model with the Gini index criterion and to training this model:

```python
clf_gini = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion='gini', max_depth=6, random_state=8)
clf_gini.fit(X_train,y_train)
y_pred_gini = clf_gini.predict(X_test)
```

We will immediately check the accuracy of the built model (Figure 6):
At this stage, we will build a graph of the decision tree using the following block of code:

```python
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
print('Model accuracy score with criterion gini index: {0:.4f}',
      format(accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_gini)))
y_pred_train_gini = clf_gini.predict(X_train)
y_pred_train_gini
print('Training-set accuracy score: {0:.4f}',
      format(accuracy_score(y_train, y_pred_train_gini)))

Model accuracy score with criterion gini index: {0:.4f} 0.8451882845188284
Training-set accuracy score: {0:.4f} 0.9130434782608895
```

**Figure 6**: Accuracy of the model (Gini criterion)

Let's move on to creating an instance of the DecisionTreeClassifier model with the Entropy index criterion and to training this model:

```python
clf_en = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion='entropy', max_depth=6,
                                 random_state=0)
clf_en.fit(X_train, y_train)
y_pred_en = clf_en.predict(X_test)
```

And we will also check the accuracy of the built model (Figure 7):

```python
print('Model accuracy score with criterion entropy: {0:.4f}'.
      format(accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_en)))
y_pred_train_en = clf_en.predict(X_train)
y_pred_train_en
print('Training-set accuracy score: {0:.4f}'.
      format(accuracy_score(y_train, y_pred_train_en)))

Model accuracy score with criterion entropy: 0.8201
Training-set accuracy score: 0.9048
```

**Figure 7**: Accuracy of the model (Entropy criterion)

Accordingly, we will build a graph of the decision tree on Fig. 9.
We will build a matrix of inconsistencies based on the result of the last model:

```python
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
conf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_true=y_test, y_pred=y_pred_en)
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(7.5, 7.5))
ax.imshow(conf_matrix, cmap=plt.cm.Blues, alpha=0.3)
for i in range(conf_matrix.shape[0]):
    for j in range(conf_matrix.shape[1]):
        ax.text(x=j, y=i, s=conf_matrix[i, j], va='center', ha='center', size='xx-large')
plt.xlabel('Predictions', fontsize=18)
plt.ylabel('Actuals', fontsize=18)
plt.title('Confusion Matrix', fontsize=18)
plt.show()
```

**Figure 10**: Matrix of inconsistencies

Finally, we will determine which criterion of the index is the most accurate:

```python
if accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_gini) > accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_en):
    print("Gini Index Criterion is Better and it has accuracy equal to ",
        accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_gini)*100)
else:
    print("Entropy Criterion is Better and it has accuracy equal to ",
        accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred_en)*100)
```

**Figure 11**: The result of executing a block of code
5. Conclusions

No one doubts the convenience and necessity of automatic target recognition, especially nowadays. Creating new and improving old models is extremely important during wartime and preventively in peacetime. A model for recognising AGM-86C and Taurus KEPD 350 cruise missiles was built, which sufficiently accurately recognises these types of missiles (accuracy - 84.52%). The model is accurate because one of the missiles is sometimes referred to as a missile developed using "stealth" technology. The disadvantage of the model is that the model is trained on only two types of missiles. The problem is that the data on the effective scattering surface of all missiles in service of any state are extremely confidential. The decision tree method was used, which allows you to immediately highlight the advantage of the model – the clarity of the model when choosing a certain missile. A future problem of the model may be the increase in the number of missiles to be classified. In this case, it will be worth considering other methods for building a model, such as neural networks.
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